Please join us as the VTASCD welcomes

Bernajean Porter
To the Stoweflake Resort for the
VTASCD Fall 2009 Conference
Tuesday, November 17, 2009
Bernajean comes to us with over 30 years of experience as an
educator. Her presentations, seminars and philosophies come
from years of national and international experience with a belief
that technology empowers both learners and teachers to engage
in a partnership that can bring fundamental differences to
today’s classrooms. Bernajeans passion for education has
earned her the ISTE Consultant of the Year!
Bernajeans topics of discussion at this conference will
Be broken up into two subject matters:
Change is Good…YOU Go First
(Morning Session)
*Change is disturbing to many people.
*Build personal and professional “change hardiness”
*What are technology’s new expectations in schools?
*What are we pretending not to know?
*The future aches for a new kind of learner, thinker and problem
solver,
*Dollars spent on techno gadgets have changed little for kids.
*We need higher ground for our visions and our results.
*How can we escalate the reshaping of learning now?

The Winner of the
Mini Grant will be
announced at the
conference!
Registration
8:30am -9:00am
Conference
9:00am – 4:00pm

Cost for VTASC Members
$120.00
Cost for Non Members
$135.00
Cost includes continental
breakfast, lunch and breaks.

All Technology Uses are NOT Equal: Accelerating
High-Yielding Practices
(Afternoon Session)
*Technology has caught educators in a profound belief gap
*Should it support classroom practices as we know them?
*Should it accelerate new cultures of learning?
*Will it serve the highest interest of our students’ capacity to step
into the global economy?
*Technology accelerates something!
*What is the SOMETHING being targeted in your schools?
*It takes more than purchase orders for 1:1 computing.
*Strategies that shift schools into practices that will power up
students’ future today.

To register for the conference, please visit our web site at www.vtascd.com
or email vtascd@hotmail.com. Please include name, address, & credit card
number in email. Thank you and hope to see you there!

